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Learning Objectives





Discover the benefits of using fence diagrams to share geotechnical data
Understand the steps involved in creating fence diagrams
Learn how to add the fence diagrams into InfraWorks
Discover additional methods to visualize other boring data beyond the Geotechnical
Module

Description
Having clear 3D visualization methods of the subsurface geology is vital for clients and the
wider construction team to better understand the ground conditions and risks. In this class, you’ll
learn how to use the new Geotechnical Module 2018 Fence Diagram tool to create clear 3D
visualizations of the subsurface layers, together with additional methods beyond the current
capabilities of the Geotechnical Module to visualize other types of downhole data, such as,
water levels, strength parameters, or contamination in AutoCAD Civil 3D software. The class will
teach the steps and workflows required to create Fence Diagrams and cover considerations on
the classification of strata, techniques to update and edit the fence diagrams, and the workflow
to share the visualizations with InfraWorks software. The class will also discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of sharing fence diagrams and when you would share them in preference of
geotechnical surfaces.

Speaker(s)
Gary Morin originally trained as a civil engineer and has over 30 years of experience working in
the production and support of a range of geographic information and CAD software systems. He
is now the Technical Director of Keynetix, which he co-founded in 2000 to specialize in
geotechnical data management software. He heads up the geotechnical Building Information
Modeling (BIM) development, and is responsible for the design and support services for a range
of products designed to manage geotechnical data in the BIM process, including the HoleBASE
SI Extension, the Geotechnical Module from Autodesk, Inc., and the advanced HoleBASE SI
Extension for AutoCAD Civil 3D software. In recent years Morin has been at the forefront of
geotechnical BIM and how it can change working practices to enable a better understanding
and integration of geotechnical data into the wider construction process.
Gary.morin@keynetix.com
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/garymorin63
www.keynetix.com
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Discover the Benefits of Using Fence Diagrams to
Share Geotechnical Data
The Geotechnical Module for AutoCAD Civil 3D saw the introduction of 3D Fence Diagrams.
This command was created to help improve the visualization and facilitate the sharing of
subsurface information.
A 3D Fence Diagram is basically a cross-section/profile view showing geological strata but
dissected in 3D.

A 3D FENCE DIAGRAM CREATED IN AUTOCAD CIVIL 3D

They complement 3D surfaces and have certain advantages (and disadvantages) over 3D
surfaces. They can help to clearly convey subsurface geology in context to the site, assisting in
communicating difficult ground conditions to the wider construction team and client.

A 3D FENCE DIAGRAM IN INFRAWORKS
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Helps to Reduce Risk
A major concern for geotechnical engineers, one reason they can be reluctant to share
geological models, is the potential for misinterpretation of the surfaces.
Generally, the interpretation of the subsurface is made on minimal amounts of data and a
wealth of experience. Relatively few soil samples from borehole's that could be many
meters/yards apart (often 100m or more), together with additional knowledge of the site from
walk overs, geological maps and other sources go together to create an understanding of the
site.
It is typical for geotechnical professionals to create cross sections (profile views) as they try to
make sense of the ground model from limited information. As they try to understand the ground
conditions along the length of the section, they will use the relevant sources of site information
to overlay their understanding onto it.
The number of cross sections produced will depend on the size and complexity of the site and
probably more significantly, the size of budget.
So, by sharing cross sections, or in this case 3D fence diagrams, the geotechnical professionals
are sharing the precise locations they have studied.

SMOOTH SURFACE

If the surface is supplied, especially if it's smoothed, it can give the false impression that more is
known and certain about the below ground conditions. Whereas in reality, the further the
distance from known factual data at the borehole locations and interpreted cross sections, the
more uncertainty in the ground model.
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However, the fence diagram makes it clearer what locations were considered in creating the
ground model, and potentially when the geotechnical professional should be consulted when
considering the ground conditions away from the fence diagrams.

3D FENCE DIAGRAMS

They also have the additional advantage of clearly illustrating the subsurface ground conditions.

Understand the Steps Involved in Creating Fence
Diagrams
In this section we will cover the options and methods in creating 3D Fence Diagrams.

Relevant Experience
The interpretation of the subsurface can be complex. Relevant knowledge is required and
should be used when modelling the geology, together with various resources to ascertain
information on the underlying geology. These sources may include:
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GEOLOGY MAPS, PAPER, SCANNED AND/OR DIGITAL









Geological Maps, Paper, scanned and/or digital
Web Mapping Services
Photos
Aerial Photography
Local Knowledge
Geophysics
Down hole information

What to Model
The Geotechnical Module has options to include Legend Code, Geology Code and Geology
Code 2. In fact, by using the manage command when creating a project, you can add additional
columns. However, what do we mean by these columns? What additional codes could be used
and what should be used?

LEGEND AND GEOLOGY CODES
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The classification and description of soil and rock can be split into two main areas: codes which
describe the physical appearance and codes to classify the engineering interpretation for the
material.
In general terms in the classification of the physical appearance can be quite varied, for
example is it a clayey sand or a sandy clay, and often in the same geological band the
appearance of the material may alter. The legend codes, used in the UK, or USCS in the US
may vary greatly from hole to hole or even down a single borehole. Typically, the variation is too
great to be sensibly modelled.
Secondly, modelling the physical appearance does not add much to the understanding of how
the subsurface will react in construction, this is why the engineers’ interpretation should be
used. In the UK this classification is often called the geology code, in the US it varies from
organization to organization, but it can be considered as ESU Engineering Soil Unit. This is
typically a formation of geology that will act in a similar manner.

Physical Appearance



Engineers Interpretation



Legend Code



Geology Code



USCS



ESU (Engineering Soil Unit)



Soil Classification



Lithology

Describe the physical appearance of the soil



Similar geotechnical characteristics/properties

ENGINEERS INTERPRETATION CODES SHOULD BE USED FOR GEOTECHNICAL MODELLING

The variation of codes describing physical appearance can and probably will vary too much, the
figure below shows the same borehole, where the material has been described by physical
appearance and the engineer's interpretation.
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PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

ENGINEERS INTERPRETATION

There are more bands described in the physical appearance and often the materials will repeat,
making it more difficult to model.
Generally physical appearance codes like USCS and Legend Code are used and displayed in in
log strips but not model with.

Techniques to Model 3D Fence Diagrams
Currently there are two main techniques to model the contents of 3D fence diagrams, there is
also a third method which will cover briefly at the end of the session.



Full 3D modelling of the geological surface
2D editing of Profile Views

There are pros and cons to both methods, generally there are more benefits in having a full 3D
model to generate the fence diagrams from, however there is more work involved in creating the
3D model.

CREATING A FULL 3D MODEL
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Generally, editing the profile view to create a fence diagram can be quicker, however the profile
views will not be dynamic and they will need to be recreated for any additional fence diagrams
required.

EDITING A PROFILE VIEW

Full 3D Modelling
Pros
Better understanding of subsurface
Looking at the whole surface can lead to better understanding of the ground model.
Dynamic Profile Views
Profile Views can quickly be created on the model geology, these also have the additional
benefit of being another check, as when alignments are moved the validity of the model can
be examined.
Quickly create additional fence diagrams.
As the surfaces are modelled, it is quick and easy to generate new profile views and
therefore fence diagrams.
Volumes
There are the additional benefits of having modelled 3D surfaces, for instance being able to
calculate volumes of materials.

Cons
Hard to master
Although the techniques are not that difficult, understanding where and how to manipulate
the surfaces to get the desired result can be.
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Longer to produce
For a one-off fence diagram doing a full 3D model will be more time-consuming.
More borehole data is required
To fully understand the geology across the whole site more boreholes may be required than
just concentrating on one cross-section.
PROS AND CONS OF FULL 3D MODELLING

2D Modelling
Pros
Faster to produce
A one-off fence diagram can be quicker to produce than doing full 3D modelling.
Easier to master
The techniques used are easier to understand and master than 3D modelling.
Potentially less risk
Potentially less risk of misinterpretation if only the fence diagrams are supplied.

Cons
Not dynamic
One of the big advantages of AutoCAD Civil 3D is dynamic profile views. As the alignment is
modified the profile view is updated, however this is all lost if the profiles are made static so
they can be edited.
Manual updates
The profile views will need to be updated for any changes to the model or data.
No volumes
As the geology surfaces have not been modelled none of the additional benefits of having
3D surfaces are available, for instance volumes cannot be calculated.
Additional work for multiple fence diagrams
For any additional fence diagram required, profile views will need to be created and edited
individually for each fence diagram.
PROS AND CONS OF 2D MODELLING
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3D Modelling Techniques
In this section we will have a quick look at the fundamental techniques of modelling geology in
3D. The technique itself is not hard, it uses relatively few commands, the difficulty lies with how
and where to apply it.
The technique, refined over a number of years of modelling geology, involves creating standard
break lines to force the surfaces to pass through the desired locations. The difficulty is knowing
where the 3D line should be drawn and what surfaces they should be added too as break lines.

BREAK LINES SHAPING GEOLOGY SURFACES

In the above image, break lines have been used to define the extents of surfaces as well as
shaping the height of an area of geology.

3D Modeling Fundamentals
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Featurelines
• Draw polylines in plan and convert to Feature lines and
assign elevation
• Or draw featureline in correct 3D locatiion

Breaklines
• Add Feature lines as Breaklines in appropriate surfaces

Boundaries
• Add Hide and Show Boundaries

The Do’s and Don'ts of Creating Feature Lines
Taking time to create the feature lines in the right place will save a lot of time and effort later in
the process.

Feature lines should not cross different geologies
If the geology above or below changes the feature lines should stop and a new feature
line should be created. Otherwise, when the feature line is added as a break line to a
surface, the surface will be extended over the other surface.

Snap to edge of surface
Try not to let your feature line dangle over the end of the surface or stop short, snapping
to the surface edge will make cleaner models.

Don't overhang feature lines
If you do overhang feature lines you need to ensure that any vertices have the correct
elevation.

Ensure feature line has the correct elevation
It's essential to the modelling process that feature lines have the correct elevation,
although this can be refined and edited later.

Understand the order of strata
Again, it is important that the order of strata and thus the civil 3D surfaces is known. It is
essential the feature lines are added as break lines to the correct surfaces.
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UNDERSTAND THE ORDER OF STRATA

The Example Site
The example site has a number of areas where the geology needs to be modelled, there are
number of boreholes where peat was found, in one location the peat was above sand, in the
second it appears the peat replaced the sand.
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LOCATION PEAT

Before we start modelling we need to envisage how the geology should look. The following two
diagrams below show possible geology locations.

PEAT POCKET ON SAND

The first shows how a peat pocket could sit on the sand. Note, the four surfaces where the peat
pinches out.
The second is the interaction where the peat replaces the sand. At the boundary, is the peat on
the sand or vice versa?
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PEAT REPLACES SAND

In the example it's assumed the peat will sit over the sand.

The Process
We will assume the data has been imported into the Geotechnical Module and the relevant
surfaces have been created with the Strata Manager.

Creating the Feature Lines
1. First draw the polylines representing the extents of the
two areas of peat. In this case there will be three lines,
(note: in the image to the right the clay surface is not
displayed)
2. From the Home tab pick Create Feature Line from
Objects and select the three polylines just drawn.
3. Ensure Site is set to None
4. Ensure Assign Elevation is set
5. Press OK to continue.
6. In the Assign Elevation dialog, ensure From Surface
is selected and from the drop-down list select Topsoil Base.
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7. Press OK to continue.
8. The polyline will be converted into a feature line using the elevation from the Topsoil Base surface

Adding the Break Lines
The feature lines now need to be added as break lines to the relevant surfaces.
Referring back to the Peat Pocket on Sand figure above, we can see the four surfaces
are:





Topsoil Base
Peat Top
Peat Base
Sand Top

1. Select the three Peat feature lines just created
The ribbon bar should change to the Multiple Feature Line context ribbon with Add to
Surface as Breakline command.
If the command cannot be seen it is because other items have been selected in the
drawing.
2. Use the Add to Surface As Break line command and in the dialog select Topsoil Base
3. Repeat step 2 for Peat Top, Peat Base and Sand Top.
The peat pocket should now start to form, it can be seen in the profile below, but there is
still work to be done.
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THE PEAT POCKET IS STARTING TO TAKE FORM

Model the Extents of the Sand
We can now repeat the above steps for the fourth polyline which represents the extents
of the sand at the bottom of the site.
1. First draw the polyline representing the extent of
the Sand.
2. From the Home tab feature line list pick Create
Feature Line from Objects and select the polyline
just drawn.
3. Ensure Site is set to None
4. Ensure Assign Elevation is set
5. Press OK to continue.
6. In the Assign Elevation dialog, ensure From
Surface is selected and from the drop-down list
select Peat - Base.
The extents of sand line can only be positioned now as it relies on the strata above,
Peat, being modelled first.
Now we can add the sand extents to the appropriate surfaces in this case:
 Peat Base
 Sand Top
 Sand Base
 Clay Top
7. Select the three Sand feature lines just created
8. The ribbon bar should change to the Feature Line context ribbon with Add to Surface as
Breakline command.
If the command cannot be seen it is because other items have been selected in the
drawing.
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9. Use the Add to Surface As Break line command and in the dialog select Peat Base
10. Repeat step 2 for Sand Top, Sand Base and Clay Top.
11. The intersection between the sand and peat should now start forming and looking
correct

INTERSECTION BETWEEN SAND AND PEAT

Creating the Peat Boundaries
The 3D modelling is almost done, but if we look closely on the profile and it is obvious in
the 3D model, the extents of the 3D surfaces go beyond where we want the peat to
appear.

SECTIONS OF THE PEAT SURFACE NEEDS TO BE HIDDEN

The next stage in modeling the geology is to create the surface boundaries to only show
the areas of the Peat we want to see.
The general principle is to Hide the complete surface and then use Show boundaries to
expose the areas required.
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1. Use the Strata Manager so only the Peat Top surface
is displayed

2. Using the Polyline command create the three
bounding polylines, one should bound the
whole site and will be used to hide the
surface, the remaining two will bound the
pockets of peat to be displayed and will be
used as show boundaries.

3. From the Toolspace Prospector expand
Surfaces by clicking on the + sign

4. Expand the Peat – Top surface
5. Expand the Definition section in the tree
6. Right Click on Boundaries and press Add...
to display the add boundary dialog
7. Set Type to Hide

8. Ensure Non-destructive Breakline is checked On
9. Press OK and select the Polyline surrounding the surface
10. Press Enter and add the Hide Boundary
The Peat Top surface will disappear as it has all been hidden.
We now have to repeat the process but this time show the regions we want to see
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11. Right Click on Boundaries and press Add... again
12. This time set Type to Show
13. Press OK and select the two smaller polylines.
14. Press Enter and add the new Show boundaries

ONLY THE REGIONS OF PEAT REQUIRED SHOULD NOW BE DISPLAYED.

15. Repeat steps 3 to 14 for Peat Base
The geology in this area has now been modelled and the profile view should look correct

FULLY MODELLED PEAT

Creating the 3D Fence Diagram
Once the Create Geotechnical Profile View command is used to ensure the 3D model
is correct, fence diagrams can be created.
1. Use the Create Geotechnical Profile View command to create a profile view for the
path the fence diagram is required.
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2. From the Geotechnical Module ribbon select the Create Fence Diagram command.

3. The Fence Diagram dialog will be displayed:

4. Set the thickness of the fence diagram to 1.0
5. Press Select and pick the Geotechnical Profile View just created, or any other Profile
Views required.
6. Press Create

3D FENCE DIAGRAM CREATED FROM MODELLED 3D SURFACES

The 3D Fence Diagrams for the profile views will be created. These are dynamic in that
if the surfaces change they can be updated with the Fence Diagram Rebuild command.
New fence diagrams can be quickly be produced on any Geotechnical Profile View
created.

2D Editing of the Profile View
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In this section we are going to look at how we can create and update the fence diagram by
editing the Geotechnical Profile View directly.
The fundamental steps for 2D editing are:

Create a Geotechnical Profile
View
Change Profiles from Dynamic
to Static
Edit the Static Profiles

Tips and tricks for 2D editing in Profile Views
Editing the profiles in the profile view is quite straightforward, the difficulty is ensuring you are
editing the right thing. There are a number of simple steps you can take to aid this:

Simplify the profile view
Hide any grids or hatches which would add extra confusion to the profile view and get in
the way of editing, either by editing the profile view style being used or creating a
specific profile view style to use.
For instance, in the Profile View Style dialog, Display tab, toggle off:






Grid Horizontal Major
Grid Horizontal Minor
Grid Vertical Major
Grid Vertical Minor
Profile Hatch
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DATA IN THE PROFILE VIEW STYLE

Profile style emphasizing vertices
As with any AutoCAD work it is essential you snap to
the right locations, the same is true when editing
stratum profile lines, however it can be difficult
identifying the vertex locations.
A simple trick is to create a new Profile Style that
highlights the vertices.
Create a new Profile Style and in the Markers tab set
a Marker Style for the Points of Vertical Intersection.
This will ensure a small block is displayed at each
vertex of the profile

EDITING THE PROFILE STYLE
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Then in the Profile View Properties, change the style of all geotechnical profiles to the
newly created style.

Stratum Edit Profile Style
It is also worthwhile creating an additional profile style used to highlight the particular
stratum profile being edited. This makes it clearer to see which geology you are actually
editing. Just change the color and line weight.

2D Editing the Process
If we take a look at the example data set we will see at the north end of the site there are a
number are boreholes which do not contain gravel.

BOREHOLES DO NOT CONTAIN GRAVEL

We will assume the gravel ends between the three boreholes highlighted and the two to the
south.
1. Create the Geotechnical Profile View for the Fence Diagram required
2. Edit the Profile View Style to hide profile hatches and grid lines
3. From the Profiles tab in the Profile View Properties, select all profiles and change the
style to highlight the profile vertices, create a new Profile Style if required
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4. We can select the profile from picking it from the drawing, but it is often safer ensuring
the right profile is selected by choosing it from the Prospector in the ToolSpace.
5. From the Toolspace Prospector expand Alignments> Centreline Alignments> Alignment
– One> Profiles and right click on Alignment – One – Gravel – Top (1) and pick
Properties

6. From the Profile Data tab change the style of the profile to make it standout
7. Also in the Profile Data tab change the Update Mode from Dynamic to Static
A static profile means it is not updated from the surface, any changes to it need to be
manually made.
8. Select the Profile so the Profile context ribbon will be displayed, from ribbon select
Geometry Editor

The Layout Tools for the profile should be displayed, check the title to ensure the right
profile is selected.
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9. Use the Insert PVI tool to add new vertices to indicate where the gravel ends, turn on
Endpoint and Near Snap to ensure the new vertices are snapped to the existing profile
vertices.

It is good practice to ensure any new vertices added follow the existing vertices, this will
prevent potential problems when creating the fence diagram.
Other options that may be useful are

DELETE POINT

MOVE POINT

Note: it has been found in some releases of AutoCAD's, the order of vertices in a profile
will affect how the profile Hatch is displayed, this appears to be a bug in AutoCAD Civil.
10. Press Escape to finish editing the profile
11. Repeat steps 5 to 10 for to edit the following profiles.
12. Alignment – One – Gravel – Base (1)
13. Alignment – One – Limestone – Top (1)

BEFORE

AFTER

The completed Profile View edits should look similar to the above, with the gravel
pinched in and the top of the limestone pulled up.

Creating the 3D Fence Diagram
Once the Profile edits have been completed the 3D Fence Diagram is ready to be
created as in the 3D model example above
1. From the Geotechnical Module ribbon select the Create Fence Diagram command.

The Fence Diagram dialog will be displayed:
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2. Set the thickness of the fence diagram to 1.0
3. Press Select and pick the geotechnical Profile View just created and any other
geotechnical Profile Views required.
4. Press Create

3D FENCE DIAGRAM CREATED FROM EDITING THE PROFILES

The 3D Fence Diagrams for the Profile Views will be created.
If a problem is spotted with the 3D Fence Diagram, the profiles can be updated and edited,
when finished use the Fence Diagram Manage command and press Rebuild, this will
recreate the Fence Diagram.

Learn how to add the fence diagrams into InfraWorks
As discussed earlier, the 3D fence diagrams are great way of visualizing and sharing
subsurface data, they are ideal for inclusion in BIM and other models to show the subsurface
geology in relation to the structures being built.
The process of including the 3D Fence Diagrams in software like InfraWorks is a quick and easy
process.
1. From the Geotechnical Module ribbon select the Export
command.
2. The simple geotechnical Export dialog will be displayed:
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3. Ensure all options are toggled on and press Export:
4. Enter a file name for the exported DWG
The new drawing will be opened, the drawing just contains the exported geotechnical
objects selected above. It's a clean drawing ideal for importing into InfraWorks were
other software

Importing the Geotechnical Objects into InfraWorks
We are assuming the drawing in AutoCAD is in the correct coordinate system and matches the
one used in InfraWorks.
Although the geotechnical objects have been created in AutoCAD Civil 3D, it is best to import
them into InfraWorks as AutoCAD 3D objects.
1. In the InfraWorks project display the Data Sources pane and click the down arrow
beside the File icon and select AutoCAD DWG 3D Objects

2. Select the drawing file just exported and click Open
3. InfraWorks will connect through to the data source and upload it to the cloud, this may
take a minute or two
Once uploaded the the new "Not Configured" data source will appear in the pane
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4. Click the Data Source Configuration Icon

5. In the Data Source Configuration Geo Location tab set the appropriate coordinate
system
6. The Feature Type also needs to be set, as there are no geotechnical feature types
defined in InfraWorks, select City Furniture instead

7. Press Close and Refresh
8. The InfraWorks model will be refreshed displaying the imported geotechnical objects.

THE GEOTECHNICAL OBJECTS IMPORTED INTO INFRAWORKS
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Discover Additional Methods to Visualise Other Boring Data beyond the
Geotechnical Module
In this section we are going to take a quick look at additional features available to visualize
geotechnical data.
The Geotechnical Module is developed by Keynetix, who also develop other geotechnical data
management software, including HoleBASE SI Extension for AutoCAD Civil 3D. This is the big
brother to the Geotechnical Module it looks and feels very similar but has additional
functionality.

XYZ Point Groups
There is a lot of additional data that may be related to a borehole, this can vary from in situ test
results like standard penetration test, N values, groundwater levels, through to laboratory test
results.
The conventional way of displaying these are by borehole logs or in log strips on profile view,
however displaying the values in a 3D visualization can greatly aid the understanding and
significance of the results.

LEVELS OF MOISTURE CONTENT GREATER THAN 60%

The XYZ Point Group command allows any data stored in HoleBASE SI to be displayed as an
AutoCAD point group, it uses a quick wizard to filter the required data.
In this example we will use it to display any Standard Penetration Test results, N Values, less
than 30, indicating potential soft ground.
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SELECTING THE DATA TABLE FOR THE XYZ POINT GROUP

The first step of the XYZ Point Group wizard is to select the data source used to store the down
hole data in HoleBASE SI.

SPECIFYING THE DATA FILTERS

In the second step of the wizard, filters are applied to select the precise records to be displayed.
In this case the records are being filtered to find those with the "N value" less than 30.
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SPECIFYING THE NAME AND LOCATION

The third step of the wizard is to display the vertical location of the point markers, these can be
either at the location where the readings were taken, in this example we are using the standard
penetration test results, depth top, or the readings value itself could be used to specify the Z
location.

SPECIFYING ANY ADDITIONAL LABELLING ATTRIBUTES

The final step of the wizard is to add any additional labels to the plotted points. In this case we
are adding the actual "Reported Results"
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When finish is pressed an AutoCAD Civil 3D
point group will be created with the entered
point group name “ N Values < 30"
The points will use the standard
KNX_Geotechnical_Point Point Marker and a
custom made "KNX_N Values < 30" Point
Label, to display the attribute information.
The point marker can be copied and edited to
use any marker or block.
If the XYZ Point Group wizard is run multiple
times different point markers could be used to
show the various results creating a 3D themed visualization of the data.

XYZ Surfaces
XYZ Surfaces uses a wizard very similar to the XYZ Point Group command, however here the
outcome is to create an AutoCAD Civil 3D surface, these can be used for all manner of
purposes. From displaying groundwater levels, the extents of soft ground through to generating
heat maps representing high levels of contaminants.

XYZ SURFACE SHOWING LEVELS OF CONTAMINANTS ON SITE

A Third Method to Model the Geology for 3-D Fence Diagrams
Finally let's look at a third method to model the geology ready for the creation of 3D fence
diagrams.
This is new functionality about to be released in the HoleBASE SI Extension for AutoCAD Civil
3D.
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A tool that makes it easy to edit and modify strata profiles in profile views, with the ease of
editing in 2D but updating the 3D model at the same time.

3D EDITING FROM THE PROFILE VIEW

The Modelling Manager makes it easy to highlight individual stratum. As the profile is edited and
manipulated in the Profile View the 3D model is automatically updated.

THE UPDATED 3D MODEL
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Update the 3D model from the Profile View
Combines the benefits of 3D modelling and 2D editing
Easier workflow
Intuitive interface
Due Q4 2017
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